SPRING LANGFORD CONFERENCE
HOST OR PARASITE?
MYTHOGRAPHERS AND THEIR CONTEMPORARIES IN THE LATE CLASSICAL AND HELLENISTIC PERIODS

FEBRUARY 20-21, 2015
FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY

Friday, February 20th
Alumni Center

Saturday, February 21st
Turnbull Conference Center

The program can be found at http://classics.fsu.edu.
For more information, contact Allen Romano at aromanofsu.edu or John Marincola at jmarincolfsu.edu

SPEAKERS

Luigi Battezzato
Università degli Studi del Piemonte Orientale
Medea among the Mythographers

Ken Dowden
University of Birmingham
Virgil the Mythographer

Andrew Ford
Princeton University
Mythographic Discourse among Non-M mythographers: Pindar, Plato and Callimachus

Robert Fowler
University of Bristol
Myth(ography) and the Peripatos

Nita Krevans
University of Minnesota
Callimachus and the Mythology of Place

René Nünlist
Universität zu Köln
Mythographical Questions as Seen Through the Eyes of a Hellenistic Critic

Jessica Wisemann
Universität Osnabrück
Does Mythography Care about Good or Bad?

ORGANIZED BY:
John Marincola and Allen Romano